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Scenario # 01 - HOTEL POD
- for hotel refurbishments
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A new Hotel Pod for installations in hotel refurbishments. A “room within a
room” concept with all functions needed included within the pod. Functions as
minibar, lounge area, workarea, bed, storage, closet, ironingboard, wardrobe
and Tv are all includeed within the pod design. This making it a affordable and
excellent Hotel Pod for hotels needing a quick refeurbishment solution.
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Scenario # 02 - LEARNING POD
- for school refurbishments
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The Learning Pod
A new Learning Pod for installment in existing and new schools which are in need of
strengthening social learning. The Learning Pod includes two - 2 people meeting rooms with
integreated whiteboards. The Learning Pod is a 2 - level pod, where informal functions are
grouped ontop and around the pod. Underneath and within the pod, more formal meetings
are possible. Functions included within, are possibilities for 1 on 1 sessions and self study. The
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upper deck and stairs where close to 40 people can gather and meet adds to any existing
social space. Here larger meetings and spontaneous lectures can be held. Underneath are
meetingrooms and niches for smaller groups and more formal 1 on 1 meetings. We also see
the need for integrating green plants into the pod on both the upper level and and underneath,
this to ensure that biophillia is incorporated in a natural way within the learning environment.
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By building the pod in different modules, the pod can be re-arranged to fit into various
learning spaces and entrance atrias to activate school entrances and meeting points. In a
smaller version, it can be placed in a classroom scenario or within a pre-school setting. The
Learning Pod is an integrated solution that can also be placed within existing schools cantinas.
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